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Moore declares SBO election valid
By Naacy Laughlis
Staff Reporter

University President Holhs A.
Moore Jr. yesterday declared the Feb
27 Student Body Organization (SBO)
steering committee election valid His
ruling reversed earlier decisions by
Student Arbitration Board iSABi and
Student Appeals Board

Dr Moore met yesterday with Dr.
Doris Williams, appeals board
member. Hal Wati senior lA&S). and
SAB chief justice, and Richard Marsh,
administrative advisor to the
president
ALSO PRESENT at the meeting
were Mike Flono. senior <A&Si and
counsel for the Students for Better
Government (SBGl party, who

appealed the two boards' decisions to
the president, and Fred Hoffman,
junior iB.A I. and presidential
candidate on the Student Services
Ticket iSSTi. who contested the
original election
Hoffman contested the validity of the
election in March, charging the
Election and Opinions Board with lax
voting procedures. SAB ruled that the

officers' election was valid, but
ordered a new steering committee
election because the names of three
candidates inadvertently were omitted
from 26 ballots.
SBG, which won all but one position
in the election, appealed SAB's
decision to Student Appeals Board,
asking that the entire election be
validated Appeals Board, however,
upheld SAB's decision, ruling that SAB
had been fair and just'' in making
their decision SBG then appealed to
Dr Moore

AT YESTERDAY'S meeting, the six
representatives agreed that only the
steering committee election was
involved in the appeal and that the rest
of the election was not in issue Dr.
Moore then reviewed the two boards'
decisions and made his ruling late
yesterday afternoon.
"It is clear to all concerned that the
omission of the three names could not
possibly have changed the results of
the election." his statement read
' To be sure, the omission could have
been damaging to the parties, but it
was unintentional, and more

importantly, was not of sufficient
magnitude to change the results. The
error, therefore, was significantly
injurious neither to the parties nor to
the elective process."
Florio said he thought the ruling was
"the right and fair decision. I thought
it was at least possible that he would
take the same view as the two boards.
After everything we've been through,
we didn't count on anything." he said.
Florio added that the entire issue
"points out the need for some
clarification on the procedures ''

College welcomes transfers

Council OK's programs
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor
Academic Council yesterday
approved three program proposals
from the College of Health and
Community Services
The proposals allow for baccalaureate programs in social work,
applied microbiology and parasitology
and medical entomology.
Dr Nancy Wygant, advisor to
students in the College, said students
could transfer into the programs
immediately since most courses
already are offered by the University
The social work program will
introduce social work content during
freshman year, provide a strong
liberal arts background and require
dim t social practice in the junior or
senior year

President Hollii A. Moore Jr., center, and Richard D. Marsh, administrative
advisor to the president, mat with interested parties yesterday afternoon to
discuss the February 27 SBO elections. Dr. Moore ruled that the elections are
valid and will stand as counted. (Nowsphoto by Michael G. Greno)

Decision
makers

Lack of $ hurts University

Fee hike requires state action
By Curt Hailett
Staff Reporter
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr.'s proposal that the
University's general fee be increased
from ISO to $60 a quarter would require
legislative action to be enacted
The present fee is set by Amenaea
Substitute House Bill 86--the appropriations act for the 1974-75 bienmumwhich means the state's legislators
will have to either eliminate the limit
or raise it if the University wants an
increase
University representatives have
"made it known informally' that they
want the right to control the general
fee according to need. Vice President
for Resource Planning Dr Michael
Ferrari said.
Dr Ferrari said some state schools
notably the University and Miami University-are asking that they be given

the right to control general fee charges
just as they control room and board
charges.

hurting operations such as at the
University Health Center and the
Union.

"WHAT IS BEING requested by
Bowling Green and Miami is that there
be no ceiling on the general fee," he
said
But such a legislative change cannot
be made until the appropriations bill
for the next biennium is formulated,
Dr Ferrari said
"There won't be anything done this
biennium i through 19751," Dr. Ferrari
said "We'll just have to live with it
i the present general fee. >"

"The issue is one that the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations
has been dealing with for several
years." Dr Ferrarri said.
He said the University is caught in a
bind because the state limits
enrollment at 15.000 students, thereby
limiting the amount of money
generated, and. at the same time,
inflation is increasing each year.
And that makes allocating general
fee money harder.
For example. $2,458,000 was
available this year from the general
fee Yet requests for general fee
funding amounted to about $2,787,000.

Dr. Ferrari said an increase is
needed because the general fee--which
has remained $50 since 196»~is not
adequate to deal with cost increases.
HE SAID STUDENTS, in turn, are
suffering because lack of money is
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Stadium stage plan
receives green light
By Carl Remensky
Staff Reporter
If all goes as planned this spring, anyone from Paul McCartney to the Rolling
Stones could step to a microphone on the 50-yard line of the Stadium and unleash
their talents.
Douglas Bugie, Student Body Organization (SBO) president, announced
yesterday that the University administration has given the green light for a
spring concert in the Stadium.
Bugie said the concert, still in the planning stage, probably would be held in
late May or early June and arranged through a promoter.
"There are a lot of bands touring in the area, and Bowling Green would be a
very convenient place for them to play," Bugie said.
HE SAID some bands under consideration are the Gregg Allman Tour, Yes,
Johnny Winter, J Ceils Band. Billy Preston, Chicago. Stevie Wonder. Elton John,
Paul McCartney, Rolling Stones and Earth, Wind and Fire.
Several promoters, including Belkin productions of Cleveland, will be at the
University next Wednesday, Bugie said.
The concert, originally a project of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, was to be
sponsored for the benefit of Muscular Dystrophy, Bugie said.
He added that Pi Kappa Alpha members would provide the manpower needed
for the concert and serve as parking attendants, stage crews and guards.
I nope people don't blow it by wrecking things and being obnoxious. This could
make this place a concert center," Bugie said.
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT Hollis A. Moore Jr. yesterday said there have
been and still are risks in staging a rock concert, but that assurance from
students for a successful concert was a factor in the decision to use the Stadium.
"The limited indoor facilities we have also contribute to the concert
problems," Dr. Moore said.
He added that revenue also was a factor in the Stadium decision.
"I hope this gives students some confidence in student government," Bugie
said.

DR. FERRARI said sometimes "you
have to make a decision" whether
students will pay the same fee and
receive reduced services or a slightly
larger fee for improved services.
As of now. he said, the University
has done little more than "let it be
known" that it would like a change in
the state's general fee policy for the
1976-77 biennium
"All we've done is make people
aware of what the problem is with the
general fee for schools like Bowling
Green," he said
He added that an increase of $10 per
student per quarter-which totals
$450,000 per year in added revenuewould really be a big help.
"Even if we raised it only a dollar,
we'd still get $45,000 a year, which
would be a big help," he said

Many groups did not receive the
amounts they requested, including the
Union and the Health Center.
in
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THE PROGRAM requires 24 hours
in social work, 16 in sociology, 10 each
in home economics and psychology, 12
in natural science and eight each in
philosophy. English, communications
Sixteen hours of field work are
included in the required social work
courses.
The program proposal recommends
that students in field work pay $50 for
agencies supplying practical
experience It also calls for hiring
three full-time faculty members to
share advising and teaching responsibilities One of the three would
function primarily as liaison with
social work agencies
An advisory committee of "not more
than 15 persons" is suggested in the
proposal The committee will "keep
the school apprised of what is
happening in the community and point
up areas in which ths social work
program can be relevant' and may
assist in scholarship funding, job
- hunting and explaining the program to
outsiders
A student social work club also Is
proposed.
A budget of 157.200 is suggested for
the social work program's first work
year of operation
THE APPLIED microbiology
program would train students to work
as industrial microbiologists. food
technologists, agricultural and clinical
microbiologists. epidemiologists,
sanitary engineers and college
teachers.
The program, closely allied to the
medical technology degree plan, will
qualify students for positions as
medical technologists
The applied microbiology
curriculum includes 59-63 hours in
biology, 32-38 in chemistry, 15 in
physics and five in mathematics.
Upon completion of the degree
program, students will be qualified to
enter the National Registry of Microbiologists
THE PROPOSAL includes six
reasons why an applied microbiology
program is needed:
-Microbiology is making important
contributions to medicine, agriculture.
miimiimimiiiiiim
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industry and environmental control.
-There will be an increase in the
need for microbiologists In research
and noneducational work during the
decade
-The number of medicine and paramedical programs needing microbiology teachers will increase.
-With the expansion of medical care,
the shortage of clinical microbiologists
will worsen
-Increasing work in environmental
control will create more opportunities
for microbiologists to work with pollution prevention
-More than 4,000 microbiologists
must obtain doctorates by 1980 to make
up for retirement, deaths and other
losses in the field
THE PARASITOLOGY and medical
entomology program will be a two plus
two curriculum-two years of general
education and two years concentrating
on professional courses
Up to 20 hours of chemistry, 41 in
biology, 10 hours of math and (We
hours of clinical experience are
required for a degree.
The proposal says the increasing
population and human mobility have
enhanced the transfer of animalcaused disease, parasitism and
economic loss.
Food shortages, pesticides and drugs
generating resistence in animals also
have increased parasitological and
medical entomological problems
recently.
Twenty-three career possibilities are
listed in the report including jobs
inspecting meat and pharmaceuticals,
testing pesticides, inspecting
quarentines, selling agricultural and
medical chemicals and communicating
information through the media.
The program would not require
hiring new faculty, purchasing
research equipment or adding library
materials.

Weather

Mostly cloady today throagh
tomorrow and cooler with showers
likely for tomorrow. Highs today
la the low to mid 50i. Lows tonight
la the apper Ms and low 4»». Highs
tomorrow la the apper Ma to low
Ms. Chance of rain M per ceat
today and M per ceat toaigat.

Nixon to pay
back taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) • The White
House announced last night the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has
ruled President Nixon owes additional
taxes for his years in the White House.
The announcement said he will pay
more than $450,000.
A few hours after the staff of a joint
congressional
committee
recommended that Nixon pay $476,431
In back taxes, the White House said
IRS put the chief executive's tax
liability at $432,787.13 plus interest.
WHILE NIXON could have contested
the IRS finding, administration
officials said the President gave orders
that the full amount be paid plus
interest that, they estimated, might
bring his total payment to $465,000.
A source who explained Nixon's
decision said the hefty tax bill will
mean that much of the President's
personal wealth will be wiped out In
one stroke. Nixon's net worth was
estimated last December at $968,000
The source said IRS had informed
Nixon that while $148,080.97 of the total
claimed tax deficiency was for 1MB
and need not be paid because the
statute of limitations for that year bad
expired. Nixon will pay the money.
"He's doing this because he said be
would do it," the source said.

J/Tho BG N.wt, Thursday, Ap.il 4, 1974

gun control laws needed
register to vote
It's only a matter of weeks before the spring primary and we urge
those who have not yet registered to do so The deadline is Monday.
If your next question is "how do I know if I have to register?"--read on
To vote in the May 7 primary you must register if you have not voted
during the past two years, or if you have moved
There will be many important candidates from which to choose,
including party choices for Ohio governor, U.S. senator, 18 state senators
and all Ohio seats for the U.S. House of Representatives.
Locally, Denise Dartt. a University student, is running as a candidate
for delegate to the Democratic Party's 1974 Midterm Convention
So there it is. You can see many important races are developing for the
November elections in Ohio. It is important all eligible persons make
their voices and votes heard in selecting the candidates they wish to see
on November's ballot
If you do not wish to vote in Wood County, you can register at the Board
of Elections, 500 I^hman Ave., and the staff will forward the registration
to your home county
Registration also can be switched from your home county to Wood
County
It is a fairly simple process to register and one trip down to I .dim.in
Avenue will take care of all details.
Remember, no amount of complaining will give you a voice in your
government, but a vote will help keep those who you think are unworthy
of office out of office

By Tom (or If II
3.15 Conkllo
Guest Student Columnist
Over 10 years ago. John Kennedy
was killed in Dallas, Texas, six years
ago Martin Luther King and Sen.
Robert Kennedy were also shot, one in
Memphis and the other in Los Angeles
One might imagine i blooded scar
across our land
All three murders have the taint of
conspiracy, but more importantly, all
three are manifestations of America's
crave for violence We supress movies
like Last Tango in Paris" with dirty
ratings, but give Academy Awards to
The Godfather
ALMOST 2S0 years of American
history cries out for justice, and our
Senate answers that cry by positively
voting for the death penalty, thereby
helping to make the State a legal
murderer once again Instead of
amusing itself and placating the public
with such immoral nonsense, the

Senate should busy itself with the
problem of strict gun control
Perhaps America's desire for
weapons stems from our early
pioneering history. One can imagine a
fearless American male guiding his
wagon across the vast plains for
Kansas with his well-oiled six shooter
in its holster, and his Winchester
tucked neatly along side the cookies his
mother sent with him
A very symbolic picture, like a Tiger
tank rumbling over the steppes of
Russia during WWII
A question concerning TV violence
arises does the dose of television
violence damage youth'' The young
American mind must be affected by
this, if not immediate, it most
certainly will be cumulative
AN EXAMPLE of television violence
lies in the 1968-69 TV seasons I quote
the following from
Freedom of
Dilemma, "and during that lime
recorded 254 incidents of violence
including Ihreals and 71 murders,
suicides and killings "

At one point NBC was a leader in
television violence with 32 killings, "or
an average of one killing every 45
minutes."
The book goes on to say: "A
devastating survey of the new TV
program season, which seems to say to
us that despite our recent national
griefs. John K
Kennedy. Martin
Luther King, and Robert F Kennedy
were murdered in a country lha still
thinks little or nothing of observing the
same fate for any human being now
alive on this earth and where the TV
industry couldn't care less about its
patent public responsibilities, so long
as the ratings stand up "
From another source. Challenge and
Decision.' comes this statement "Not
many years ago a survey showed that
the average child, between the ages of
five and 14. witnessed 13,000 violent
deaths on television, to say nothing of
uncounted other examples of violence
and mayhem
IN

EARLY

1972.

the

Surgeon

public financing
for campaigns
NEW YORK. N V In the vast and
(angled business ol
government,
nothing is more squalled than (he way
we linancc our political campaigns
Year after yc.ir. millions ol dollars
change hands as the "special
interests
detei mine (he course ol
goveinmeni They've had some line,
(at years those special interests,
knowing thai the legislators the) have
bought .mil paid I or will stay bought
and vole right
li a bill correcting this situation is
no! passed Ihis year Ihen clearly
Congress has mi pride and no sense of
shame Paying tor elections ou( ol (he
public purse would throw oil forever
(he chains thai hind an elected official
to the oil men (he dairy men Ol the
banking Interests
DEFEAT OF (he election i elorin bill
now before (he Senate will he a hargh
blow- to a nation sickened by the stories
of unrecorded cash in black satchelsextorled money laundered money and,
in every case, quid pro quo moneydelivered lo
President
Nixon's
campaign in 72
Dcleat ol (he pending hill will also
demonstrate a crass Indifference to
public sentiment In every opinion poll
of (he past year voters have registered
a proud and touching preference for
the financing ot campaigns thiough
fcdeial appropriation
There are none evils in the private
financing system than meet the rye
The rottenness goes deep While the
system stands it is the largest single
obstacle to a v.u icty ol othci rctoi ins
on which congressmen dan- not vote
(hen consciences To do so might
Offend the tat cat contributor who paid
for all (hose television spots in (he last
campaign
WITHOIT PUBLIC lundlng, decent
quahlied men ol modesl means will
nevei have a fail go at unsealing the
old dinosaurs
Any candidate who is assured ol
funds (o pay his costs will be more
likely to speak tor the ordinal y people
ralher (han (he privileged lew, when it
comes to doling the lax loopholes and
abolishing discriminatory tax shelters
Only a Congress ol free men bound
by iron chains ol obligation lo nobody,
except the people, will ever have the
courage to reform the creak}
machinery ol Congress
I seless
obsolete
conventions
archaic rules and entrenched senility
have for too long kepi il Irom
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UNDER THE public financing law.
no hoi bundles ol cash would be
arriving in black satchels, no
complaints would be fixed, no
ambassadorships would be sold to the
highest bidder It this retorm measure
isn'l
passed,
let's vole every
incumbent out ol office this year How
else can we make out feelings known''
Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

I in neither speaking for nor against
streaking, the new national pastime
If it provides release without doing
harm, psychologically or otherwise,
the persons doing it should nol be
condemned because he is expressing
his freedom
One person wrote that she was proud
thai her brothers and sisters were nol
participating in this activity Ms Mary
Gillogly wrote in response to the other
person to the effect that streaking is a
way of expressing brotherhood ami joyin youth and beauty It is in response to
Ms Gillogly that I write
MS. GILLOGLY. 1 am nol criticizing
your letter in any way I am only trying
to promote an awareness of a Chicano
view of streaking

I ask that you look from the

budget member
supported
women's center

THE PAWNBROKER

Lerrers
dunbar
recalled
I have just recently researched and
reviewed a substantial portion of The
III■ News archives, which are in the
library In doing so I ran across an old
new- story which disclosed the fact
that Dunbai
Hall of ll.u-.hm.in
Quadrangle, was duly named so in
honor of a black man known as Paul
Lawrence Dunbai
ilncidenlly, Ins portrait hangs in (he
mam lounge ol the residence hall1 A
majority ol students here at Howling
Green Stale University are unawai e ol
these fads
THE previous reportei
[ailed to be specific about Dunbar's
accredidations and contributions to
society This article is formulated to
help ascertain those aspects
Paul Lawrence Dunhar was the lirsl
black poet to win national recognition
and lull acceptance in America Horn
and educated in Dayton. Ohio, the son
ol former slaves, he began writing
verse as a youth
In 1896 he attained his greatest
prominence for publication Lyrics ot
Lowly Life," which was an instant
success and made him a celebrity
Dunbar was the first to demonstrate
a high degree ol poetic lalenl combined
with literary training and technical
proficiency
In the field in which he became host
known, black dialect poetry his work
has not been excelled Dialect poclrv

still holds
literature

a

By Tim Franck
ACG FA Member
place

in

Amei lean

HIS POEMS and short stones weie
in demand by the best Amei lean
magazines and before his death al Ihe
age of 34. he wrote tour novels and
numerous stones
There have been many changes in
tin' estimates ol black poetry since
Dunbar died Feh 9, 1906, hot he -till
holds his place as the first American
black poet of real literary distinction.

210Rodgers

registration

HOWEVER.

perspective ol a minority for a
moment and imagine what would have
happened if a Chicano. a black, a
Chinese or Indian or any other member
of a minority group had initated such a
"movement" as streaking
Don't you think that any person from
one of these groups would have been
promptly hauled off BL-a degenerate,
pervert. Communist or some other
label, lat least crazy), ralher than
merely have been laughed at. called
silly restless youth and shrugged off
I don t think prosecution is necessary
but if it is done to an individual it
should be done to everyone committing
the same offense
The individual of a minority group is
not as free socially as an Anglo to trysuch things as streaking, perhaps
because he has beer, made to feel
paranoid about his image.
He has been categorized by the
inescapable
characteristic
of

THE RIGHT lo vole is a privilege
thai one can ill afford to neglect
Registration lakes just a few minutes
of your time
Be sure to (ake
advantage of the services of Voter
Awareness belore il is too late
Raymond Zenkerl
641 Third S(

red monolith

Montel Jennings

deadline
The deadline for voter registration is
April Eighth
Those who wish to
participate in Ihe May elections and
who are not registered must do so at
the Hoard of Elections which is located
near the corner ol Lehman and
Manville
ALTHOUGH IT is a short walk from
campus, rides will be provided by
appointment With the Office of Voter
Awareness (372-2047'
If you are not sure [hat you are
eligible to vote in (he coming election,
feel free to contact Ihe Office ot Voter
Awareness The office stands ready to
answer any questions one might have
about elections throughout the state

minorities not as free
By Ignaeio Cruz Obregon
300 Napoleon Rd. C-27
Gue it Siudenl Columnist

SINCE 1900. an estimated 800.000
Americans have died from privatelyowned guns-one-third more than have
been killed in all American wars.
In America effective gun controls
have been blocked by the National
Rifle Association The Association
fires off a strange assortment of blanks
in its efforts to prevent Congress from
enacting a strong control over
handguns
It contends that the Second
Amendment forbids such legislation
"A well regulated Militia, being
necessary to the security of a free
Stale, the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms, shall not be infringed "
THE COURTS have, however, long
maintained that this amendment
refers to state militia, not to the
private possession of firearms The
NRA also seeks lo blur the distinction
between handgun controls and control
over long guns in an effort lo arouse
sportsmen's opposition to gun controls
in general (Handguns are rarely used
for hunting i
But yet Americans must be free.'
after all. and what establishes a man's
virility as much as his possession and
useol a gun-""

Harriet Vsn Horn* ■'•

tune Honing at maximum efficiency Its
record In terms ol public service is
abominable li will remain so until its
members cease to he flunkies for
corporate America
NATURALLY, President Nixon is
expected to veto the campaign retorm
bill now befoie the Senate lies
pushing a hill ot his own, one with lots
ol loopholes and a lew nasty teelh thai
may have to be yanked as violations ol
the Hill ol Rights
There's one* extremely sensible
clause in Mr Nixon's proposed law.
howevei and it should be appended to
the Senate's bill Thai is a proviso (hat
campaigns be shortened by holding (he
nominating conventions in September
How insidious, how (looked and
shabby Mil election campaigns have
become in being dramatized for us as
(he Mitchell Stans trial untolds in New
York Looming over the trial are two
shadows
President Nixon and a
fugitive from justice. Hobei t Vesco
As fugitives go
Vesco is a
commanding figure He is alleged to
have
looted
Investors' Overseas
Services ot some $:i(HI million Some
say 1500 million
HE IS THE subject ol more
extradition orders from more
countries than any criminal of modern
limes He bought sanctuary first in
Costa Rica then in the Bahamas Bui
whal he wanted most to buy was
dismissal of an SEC complain) ag.imsi
him
He reportedly delivered $200,000 in a
black satchel lo Mr Nixon's chlel lund
raiser, Maurice Stans, and lo' (he
oflending clause was stricken from the
complaint The campaign contribution
remained, lor a long time, unrecorded

General's Scientific
Advisory
Committee on Television and Social
Behavior issued a major report
concerning crime and television It
noted that children do not distinguish
accurately between fantasy and reallife violence and that the more and the
longer children watch television
violence, the more socially aggressive
they become."
In the United States, as in many
modern nations, children evolve into
adults and these aggressive passions
tend to buy guns
In the U.S. alone, there are about 30
million handguns or 135 per 1.000
persons, in Great Britain there are
only five per 1.000.
Tokyo, which has strict gun controls,
had only three gun murders in 1970.
compared to 500 in New York City
alone

appearance and his actions are judged
severely, because of this categorization
THUS, ACTIONS which are against
conformity are not to his benefit in
trying to undo damaging stereotypes
Although we would prefer not to
believe it. our legal rights are many
times minimized as a consequence of
lack of social freedom
A judge in Northwestern Ohio is
usually Anglo, as in anyplace in the
US and will, consequently, act in
accordance with his beliefs and social
upbringing
Thus, you see. Ms Gillogly and
others of the majority, a minority
cannot express freedom, brotherhood
etc .as easily as you.
IT IS TIME lo realize your freedom
and lo be willing to allow others the
same right to it if you are not presently
doing so.

Matthew 8 28 refers to the devils of
Berasa I refei to Ihe devils of
Communism, called communists
As their war ol red impenlism rages
on. lei's call for victory over
Communism not for surrender to an
un exorcized plague- ihe Red monolith
Douglas Keith
4297 Main St
Perry. Ohio 44081

please write!
I'm writing in hopes thai you will
place my name and address in your
paper requesting someone to write to
me if they would care to I would
appreciate it very much
I'm 6'4". weigh 198 pounds, black
hair, brown eyes 1 like most sports
and traveling I am white I am in
prison, but will be released in Iwo
months I'm 27 years old.
James R Alexander
No. 133-587
Box 787
Lucasville. Ohio 45648

kent justice
After four years delay eight
guardsmen have been indicted for their
parts in the murder of four Kent
students This long overdue action is a
positive step toward restoring faith in
our judicial system
However, it's unfortunate those who
follow orders are the only ever
indicted Those who give them, the
Rhodes and the Nixons. remain at
large
One also wonders about the Jackson
slayings. How many Americans even
remember which state Jackson Stale is
in' Let's hope that investigation will be
reopened and all the guilty brought to
justice
Jim Kellar
724 E. Wooster

Graduate Student Representative
*
Department of Speech
Guest Student Columnist
It seems that many members of the
Hi.SI campus are more misinformed
about the controversy surrounding the
request for money by the organization
known as WOMEN, than Nixon says he
was about the 1972 campaign
Frankly. I'm gelling a bit teed off
with the reactions recently appearing
in The BG News If some of these
concerned people had bothered to read
the minutes of the General Fee
Committee, or even got off their ass
and attended one of the meetings, then
I think their attitudes might be
changed
I HAVE been coming under attack
about some comments I made
concerning the "professional qualifications" of those women who would be
running the rape crisis center
True, I do believe that someone with
a master's degree in history is not
whal I would consider a person
qualified to run such a center
However the minutes of the meeting
make it very clear that I moved to fund
the program for the purpose of training
these people.
QUOTING FROM the minutes
". Women and their concerns cannot
be ignored He would fund women out
of an activities budget Tim suggested
providing funds to WOMEN so the
group can start planning a program
He would not totally deny funding for
WOMEN "
I suggested that the group work with
other organizations such as KARMA in
order to understand the mood of the
BG community, and get insights to
those agencies that might be of special
help during the rape ordeal
Ms Cornillion and Ms Carter made
it clear that they did not want to run
the rape crisis center where any men
are present. Commendable I guess
men cannot provide the help and
guidance necessary to assist the Rape
Crisis Center.
I AGREE that a woman should be
available to help the victim, but I
believe that a man can do just as good
a job in helping the organization
This point,
however,
becomes
insignificant to the total goal of the
WOMEN'S group. I voted to fund, at
least to the tune of $5,000. the first year
of the program I. along with Jerry
Weinstein and Gerald McBride,
carried to committee the argument for
funding.
We believed that even with the
shortcomings, the organization was a
necessary
part of the BGSU
community. So get off my back, folks.
or at least stop going off halfcocked
about something you don't know very
much about

. I
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New drug approach explored
By Rick Bensman
Staff Reporter
"Take a sad song and
make it better." a line from
the Beatles' Hey Ju.de".
could be used to describe the
goal of those working to
improve the drug problem in
this country
Their attempts, however,
do not seem to be having a
great effect and newapproaches are being
investigated
A team of eight University
faculty and students
returned recently from the
Adelphi National Drug
Institute in New York where
they participated in a 12-day
workshop to explore a new
approach to the use of drugs,
alcohol and tobacco

GROUCHO MARX appeared at the awards
presentation to accept an honorary Oscar for
his contribution to the film industry

HOWEVER. Hi
Wills
said scare tactics do not
work and research seems
to suggest that when people
go in to tell students about
drugs, drug use increases "
The 37 persons at the
workshop, including exjunkies. teachers, a
policeman, a minister and
students, spent between 1215 hours daily in large or
small group sessions
The large group sessions
dealt with pharmacology,
counseling.
funding
programs, adolescent
problems and self-esteem,
juvenile alcoholism and free
conscious stereotypes,
according to Wood
Wood said the small group
sessions used a systems
analyses approach" in
which problems were
identified, strengths and
weaknesses of the team
identified, the team's
position on a given problem
decided and solutions
suggested, keeping in mind
the team's strengths and
weaknesses

Other awards won by
The Sting."
starring Paul Newman and Kobert Kedford.
were for best directoi I George Hoy Hill 1.
original screenplay, costuming, film editing,
art direction and set decorator, and original
■core and .idapt.iiion 1 Marvin Hamlisch'

WARNS said the small
group sessions, using
different techniques, "all
came down to really getting
into a person "
Keck described the

Karen and Richard Carpenter will appear tonight
in concert at Anderton Arena. Ticketi lor their
concert and the Bachman Turner Overdrive concert
tomorrow night are told out. There are still tickets
available from the Union Ticket office for Count
Bone i performance Sunday night and the Harlem
Globetrotters basketball game set for Monday
night.

MEMBERS of the team.
Dr Adelia Peters, associate
professor of education. Dr
t'onrad Pritscher. assistant
professor of education. Dr
Larry Wills, assistant to the
Dean of education. Peter
Wood, instructor of education, t'alvin Johnson,
junior iEd I; Roberta Keck,
junior Kd I; Louise Warns.

'Sting' wins best picture,
director, five more Oscars
Universal Pictures The stinj; won Best
Picture ol \n~-' and six other Academy
Awards Tuesday night at the 46th annual
Otcai s presentation in Hollywood
Glenda Jackson and .lack l.enininn won the

awaids foi best actress anil actor
Ja< kson won the prize from hci corned)
perlormame in A Touch of Class .is .<
worldly London divorcee having an alfair
with a married American It was tier second
Osc.ii

Lemmon became the first actor to win
OSC.II s tor both best actor and best
supporting actor for his portrayal ol .1 pnii
ridden businessman in s.ne the Tiger
Helen Haves holds both awards lor

senior (Ed.); and Barb
Yaniga. sophomore (Ed.I.
described the workshop
"Much emphasis was
placed on causes of drug
abuse, not teaching us bow
to identify different kinds of
drugs." said Dr Wills
Dr Wills said methods
used at the workshop were
"not the typical way that
many classroom teachers
deal with drugs "
Many schools have
speakers or movies
concerning drugs, alcohol or
tobacco, as an attempt to
persuade students not to use
them

actresses
Besl Supporting actor and actress were.
respectively, John Houseman, from The
Paper Chase.
and ID-year old Tatum
O'Neal, from

Paper Moon

For Your Viewing Pleasure:

"fishbowl" technique, in
which five or six persons
were In the middle of the
group to discuss themselves,
prejudices or problems
At different points persons
were told to freeze and those
observing the discussion
commented on what they
saw She said the sessions
brought out real feelings and
prejudices and the people
could then work together
better
After the sessions "people
could really hug each
other." she said
YANIGA. a drug coun
selor at Karma. Bowling
Green's drop-in drug center
said the sessions helped
persons determine their
values and deal with them
Dr Pritscher said the
sessions were "people
getting in touch with their
own feelings " People often
hide things but in the
sessions, "people could
experience being who they
are with other people." he
added
SOME team members
said they view addicts and
drug abuse differently now
I had many kinds of
stereotyped conceptions of
the drug addict " said Dr
Wills, "and I tound that
these are not necessarily
true
I had never associated,
before I got there, with ex
drug addicts," he said "I
think I came away more
sympathetic with their
problem "
DR. PETERS said.
I
began to see the need for
solving the dependency
problem through long range
clarification of values The
drug problem isn't going to
be solved through heavier
legal penalties "
Wood said he used to have
the "stereotype of the drug
fiend'
and that he

Spring Fever Has Hit!

2 Black Films

Special Selection of:
JIFFY STITCH
TEENY WEENIES
by SUNSET DESIGNS
by PARAGON
FLAVIA SAMPLERS
CREATIVE NEEDLECRAFT
by BUCILLA

7:30 p.m.

"THE MACK"
•Cor. of
N. Main
&
Court

9:30 p.m.

April 5 & 6

jfretuj) Snot
Where Today's Hobbies
are Tomorrow's Heirlooms

105 Hanna Hall

realities of it idrug abuse)
really shocked me
No
matter what, I wouldn't
regret having gone "
THE INSTRUCTORS said
they plan to use techniques
learned at the workshop in
their classes at the
University Dr Pritscher
and Wood said they have
already team taught using
some of the techniques
Wood said he can use what
he learned in counseling and
as a class topic
Warns said she plans lo
incorporate some of the
techniques into her student
teaching and the other
students said they want to be
involved in workshops and
talk to others about the
experience

As a team, "We're in the
process of seeing how we
can fit some of what we
learned into existing
programs, workshops and
courses." Wood said
DR. PRITSCHER mentioned the possibility of
working with programs in
the .110,1 but said plans
haven't been finalized Dr
Wills mentioned the
possibility of a course on
drug education
Dr Peters said one future
advantage will be the
"network of contacts the
team has throughout the
slate which can be tapped
for ideas and help
Calvin Johnson could not
be reached by the News for
comments

newsnotes . .
TV streaker

Handgun bill

LOS ANGELKS (API A nude man.
waving two fingers in a peace symbol,
streaked across the stage of the
Academy Awards, giving television
viewers a brief glimpse ol the fleshy
phenomenon
The streaker later identified himself
as Kobert Opel, a 33-year-old Hollywood
advertising man He said he sneaked
backstage al the aw.ird ceremony by
wearing a press badge
He said he stripped backstage and
dashed out as a symbolic gesture in
favor of nudity
He was not arrested

COLUMBUS. 1AP1 The Ohio House
voted yesterday to kill a controversial
bill to ban cheap handguns known as
"Saturday night specials
The vote was 45 for to 49 against with
50 needed for passage
Opponents included Hep Joseph
lliesland iR-77 Hillsboroi. a former
national trapshooting champion who
claimed tin- bill would outlaw legitimate
hunting weapons as well as some used
for military training programs on

Abortion issue

(API The end of wage and price
controls on 165 industries will mean a
gradual rise in prices lo consumers but
no immediate major increases,
according to spokesmen for the
companies involved
An Associated Press survey showed
that most businessmen said prices have
already been set for current product
lines or they were more concerned about
competition than the lifting ol controls.

COLUMBUS tAP) • Welfare mothers
may be the only losers in a dispute
between the state auditor and the Ohio
Department of Public Welfare
State Auditor Joseph Ferguson says he
will disburse no tax monies to pay for
abortions, which he calls murder If
challenged, he said, he will take the
matter to the US Supreme Court

college campuses.

Price controls

BADD0G

30% to 50% Off

"A Warm December"

differentiated between
people who used drugs and
those who didn't
"The idea that a drug
fiend is different because he
takes drugs is not true." he
said "People heavy into
drugs are surprisingly like
everybody else
"ONE OF the things you
begin to wonder about is
why everyone doesn't iturn
to drugs!." Wood said
"Everyone has problems
and could turn to them
it idrug abuse' doesn't
really have to do with drugs
al ail." said Yaniga "H s
people you're dealing with
Drugs are just an excuse for
letting their feelings out
Keck said the workshop
"made me see things I nevei
saw belore Some ot the

BACK AT THE
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special purchase! Electrophonic/Garrard component system
6 speaker audio system 2*W high
Horn diffusers

\
$

only

158

Enjoy your favorite music with this versatile entertainment center. Quality engineering
assures you the best in tone and amplification. Great pleasure at savings for a den or
college dorm! Shop Lasalle's now while supply lasts!
• 100-watt Instant peak power
• Deluxe Garrard automatic record changer
• 6-speaker audio system in twin enclosures
> 8 track automatic tape player

• AM/FM/FM stereo radio
• Sliderule controls
• Tinted dust cover
• Matched walnut cabinetry

PAY IN CONVENIENT MONTHLY PAYMENTS ON LASALLE'S HOME PLAN
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8-track
tape player
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/
Headphone jack

\
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Energy-saving trends hit cities
Editor'■ sole: Toe following
It Ike lint is ■ ihrec-put
series on the Clergy crlili
Part Two will be pruned
tomorrow.
By tkc Auoclaled Press
The energy crisis will not
save the cities, but it may
give them time to save
themselves
Pre-existing
trends
toward inner city living and
mass transit may be
accelerated, while some
movement out of the cities
may be slowed
After all says the head ol
Philadelphia s
planning
commission, "the cities are
really
the best energy
savers thai man has ever
devised "
Long-range trends are
difficult, il not impossible,
to gauge
Officials universally say "it s loo early
to tell" whether lifestyle
changes in the cities caused
by the winter energy
shortage will last

"ENERGY will be a new
factor in the complicated
equation of where people
live and work." says Doug
Parker, newly appointed
energy adviser for the
United States Department of
Housing and Urban Develop
ment

much love and affection,"
says Wichita's transit director Paul McGinns.
-Development along the
cities' fringes, and within
downtown, may increase
Brokers point to the fuelsaving benefits of attached
row houses

The Associated Press surveyed leaders and citizens in
several of the country's
largest cities to see what
changes the energy crisis
has brought

MOST important, those
who love the cities, or are
committed to them, feel the
energy crisis provides a new
psychological weapon to
combat the fear of racial
distrust and urban crime

Their answers indicate
that
-•For the moment the
flight from the cities may
have stopped Families and
businesses appear
more
cautious about leaving
Young couples see an added
advantage in buying in town

"I think there's been
something in the nature ol
an awakening that things
can't go on the way they
were." says Donald Moore,
president ol the Downtown
Brooklyn
Development
Association "Kverything at
least
psychologically is
flowing in our direction "

-Governments are more
willing to subsidize mass
transit and people appear
more willing to ride it "We
know we've never had so

AS GASOLINE dwindled
this winter, mass transit
ridership increased between

&XC1XL
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12"

$

3.00

5 and 10 per cent in some
cities. Transit authorities
added bus lines and special
lanes for car pools and urged
working hours to alleviate
bunching
Ridership
in
Honolulu was so heavy
officials
feared
the
congestion would drive
passengers away once the
gasoline crunch eased.
In Los Angeles traffic on
the fabled freeways dropped
as much as 33 per cent, with
accidents off
sharply
Downtown parking fell 20 to
45 per cent
SO FAR planners detect
some increased interest in
the downtown areas
Builders are looking more
closely at housing in
downtown Detroit Demand
is up in central Los Angeles
"I hear a lot of talk about
people moving back
downtown because of the
energy crisis," says Tom
Puett, president of an
Atlanta
development
company. "The real estate
appraisers that used to look
at our neighborhood with a
good bit of skepticism are
now very optimistic about it.
"I can't tell you that
everybody in the suburbs is
going to move downtown,
but the appraisers' attitude
is a good sign."
but the crisis has hurt
cities,
too
Utilities'
conversion to coal in some
Eastern cities threatens
environmental gains and
pollution cutbacks resulting
from fewer cars Higher
electric bills are giving

»

nightmares to owners of
some all-electric homes.
Apartment owners squawk
about not being able to pass
along fuel surcharges to
rent-controlled tenants. And
residents with air conditioners prefer not to think
about this summer's bills.
"The crisis wasn't as bad
as we anticipated, but
there's a definite tightening
up feeling," says Michael
Ehrmann, who lives with his
wife and child on Manhattan's upper West Side.
"The boom is off; the
illusions of the last 10 years
are gone.
"Still more than gas. and
somewhat more than rent,
food is the biggest factor
We're making more but we
nave the overwhelming
feeling that we're going substantially backward."

**

Horse
power

identified by her mother as
that of Patricia,
THE 20-year-old heiress
has been held during
demands for millions of
dollars of free food for the
poor
A second voice on the
tape, identifying himself as
a leader of the terrorist
Symbionese Liberation
Army (SLA), declared that
the heiress to a newspaper
fortune was free to leave at
any time and added that her

SAN FRANCISCO (API Patricia
Hearst, the
newspaper heiress who was
dragged screaming from her
apartment two months ago,
renounced her family
yesterday and declared she
was joining her terrorist
kidnapers
at
a
revolutionary.
"I have changed--grown
I've become conscious and
can never go back to the life
we led before," said the
tape-recorded
voice

4.50

Kichard Mathey. assistant
director of choral activities,
will
participate in
the
second annual Ecumenical
Concert by the Toledo Symphony Orchestra
The orchestra
will
perform
Mozarts'
"Requiem" at 2:30 Sunday
at Rosary Cathedral.
Also participating in the
performance will be Gwen
Boylan She has sung solos
in operas and musicals and

The Place To Go!
"3-Fer-Wednesday"

C.I.

freedom was no longer a
subject for negotiation.
THE FBI agent in charge
of the case, inarles Bates,
said he did not know
whether
Patricia
was
staying of her own free will.
"I don't feel it makes any
difference
in
our
investigation,'' he said
THE TAPED message
was delivered to a San
Francisco radio station one
day
after
another
"communique"
that
promised details of Hearst's
release would be provided
within 72 hours.
That

"2-Fer-Thursday

We fight inflation, with prices to
fit your financial budget, for example:

performed as an alto soloist
in the "Messiah" while she
was a member of "Singing
City." a choral group in
Philadelphia which participates with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
The concert will be taped
by Channel 30 in cooperation
with the Ecumenical Communications Commission
and will be broadcast on
Channel 30 at 9:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 11.

LOOK AT THESE I

HAPPY HOURS

AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

ALLDAY&ALLNITE!

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
2 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.

message had signaled an
apparent end to the twomonth Hearst family ordeal
during which 12 million in
free food was given away
and another $4 million
pledged to secure the young
woman's release.
Patricia's
18-year-old
sister Ann arrived at the
family home in suburban
Hillsborough moments after
the tape was delivered. "I
know Patty far too well to
think she'd come around like
that She only hears one side
of the story...! don't believe
it She's too bull-headed."

Choral concert

352-5221

DOMINO'S PIZZA

Oefcro and AJWon Burnt hov. invented the* own lund a* car
paol to icvt anargy whila traveling to Kentucky Country Day
School, about thraa milat from their homa in suburban
Uuitvilla. Jim Kuhnt hitchad a rida ana day thii waak in tha
carl with tha tign-"Uta harta tanta, not horta pawar."
(WiraphoiebyAP)

Hearst turns back on family;
chooses to remain with SLA
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ICE COLD

4 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.

BEER & POP
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/ I went to one
\ of those "discount
/ audio stores looking
' for an inexpensive 1
stereo system.
i When I told the /
\ salesman
/ how much
V I wanted
/ to spend \
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Apple
Snacks
Caffedrine

Tampax
40's

Herbel Essence
Shampoo
Reg., dry, oily
8 M.

At Sound Associates, we realize that not everyone is into hi-cost hi-fi There's a lot
more to a budget system than low prices, however Components must be chosen
with great care to insure getting the most for your audio dollar You'll notice that
our featured system this week consists of all national brands
Onkyo.
Electro-Voice and BSR Names that are constantly associated with high quality and
reliability
At $279 a combination of the Onkyo 220 Receiver. 2 EV-13a Speakers and a
BSR 3107AXE Turntable will prove to you that stereo on a limited budget
doesn't have to mean limited stereo sound.
Stop in it Sound Associates ind check out
our complete selection of audio components. From
this week's starter system to the most exotic
hi -fidelity equipment, Sound Associates has what you wint.
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Kent attorney views matter

Republicans announce plans
for Ohio treasury surplus

Nixon suspect in probe delay
CLEVELAND (AP> The
nearly four-year delay in
ordering that a federal
grand jury probe the 1970
Kent State University
shootings
involved
"improper political interference." an attorney said
yesterday
Steven A. Sindell of
Cleveland, representing the
nine students wounded
during the May 4. 1970.
shootings as well as parents
of three of the students slain
in the incident, also said
there were what he called
indications that President
Nixon was involved in the
1971 decision against such a
probe
Sindell said the matter

probably will become part of
the House Judiciary Committee's consideration of
possible impeachment of the
President
ARRAIGNMENT of the
eight was scheduled for this
morning before U.S.
Magistrate Herbert T.
Maher. moved up from April
10 by Chief U.S. District
Judge Frank J Battisti
A federal grand jury
returned an indictment to
Battisti last Friday charging
the eight with violating
federal law against
depriving individuals of
their constitutionally
protected civil rights All
were charged with firing at
or near the 13 victims and

Twisters touch down in Ohio;
Guardsmen on duty in Xenia
At least one person was
reported killed at Xenia and
another at Cincinnati
yesterday as tornadoes cut
a path of death and
destruction across Ohio. At
least 80 other persons were
reported injured at Xenia.
Gov. John J Gilligan
ordered 2S0 Ohio National
Guardsmen into service at
Xenia. where there were
reports Irom the state

Highway Patrol of multiple
-but unconfirmed-deaths
Gilligan said he would
visit the storm-stricken city
at once
At least 11 persons were
reported killed in Indiana
and seven in Kentucky as
the deadly battery of
tornadoes smashed parts of
the South and Midwest
Twisters also hit Illinois.
Tennessee and Georgia

tv highlights j
TONIGHT
4 p.m. Hard Day's Night" on The Big Show Channel II
11 30 pm
"Situation Hopeless But Not Serious with
Robert Redford Channel 11
TOMORROW
6:30 p m ROOTS OF A NATION Hitler Anatomy of a
Dictatorship" Channel 57
1130pm X. the Unknown with Dean Jagger Channel II

SATURDAY
10:30 pm
NBA Basketball Playoff Channel 11.
immediately following the game. "Houdini" on The Late
Show Channel 11
SUNDAY
2pm TIGER BASEBALL at Baltimore Channel 11
8:30 pm "The Way In and the Way Out"- an exploration
behind the spiritual search of American youth Channel 57
MONDAY
4 p in "Andy Hardy Meets a Debutante" on The Big Show
Channel 11
10 pm WOMEN OF THE YEAR Channel 11
TUESDAY
4p.m. "Joanof Arc" with Ingrid Bergman Channel 11
8 30 p m Melvin Purvis -G Man Channel 24
WEDNESDAY
8 p.m. Sandy Duncan at Disneyland with Loggins and
Messina Channel 11
9pm Perry ComoSunshine Hour Channel 11

five were charged with
aiding and abetting each
other
The confrontation of
guardsmen and students
climaxed four days of
campus demonstrations
protesting U.S. military
involvement in Vietnam.
The guardsmen wee ordered
to the campus May 2 when a
military building was
burned.
SINDELL said he was
responding to a specific
request from the House subcommittee on civil and constitutional rights headed by
California's Rep. Don
Edwards
The Edwards
panel. Sindell said, wanted
any information he and his
clients have on the delay of
the investigation
He told Edwards by letter
that he will provide "in the
near future a detailed legal
and factual analysis of the
circumstances surrounding
the lengthy delays by the
Justice Department before
convening a federal grand
jury'' to investigate the
shootings
"It has been our view," he
wrote.
that there was
improper political interference in the judicial
process
in
this
case Naturally, our submission will be on a
confidential basis in light of
the recent indictments of
iguardsmen .."

A

•ilhoo.tted

man

appears

te

bo

pandering

whether to take a plunge into the high springtime waters of the Maumee River. (Newsphoto by
Michael O. Orone)

COLUMBUS. (AP) Claiming there is a big
surplus in the state
treasury. Republicans in the
legislature announced plans
yesterday to press for
passage of a supplemental
appropriations bill.
Sen Max H. Dennis (RIO
Wilmington), chairman of
the Senate
Finance
Committee, and Rep
Frederick N. Young iR-38
Dayton), said at least (56
million is available
They proposed additional
funds for tax relief, education, and a list of other
priority items not included
or fully funded in the current
biennium which ends June
30,1975
John B. Olsen. director of
the Office of Budget &
Management, said the
Republican proposal will be
"accorded our full
attention" but added it is
based on "faulty revenue
assumptions."
"ACTUAL revenue
figures for March 1974. show
that contrary to the Dennis
Young predictions, the
state's revenues fell 115.1
million below estimates
during the month of
March." Olsen said.
The bill cited figures from
January and February.
Olsen said

Panel oks campaign bill
COLUMBUS iAPI - A
Senate-House conference
committee reached agreement late yesterday on a
campaign financing bill that
carries a political reprieve
for Sen Donald E Buz
Lukens iR-4 Middletown)
The vote on the sixmember panel was 4-1 with
Rep Alan E Norris iR-27
Westerville) not attending
It cleared the way for floor
action on the bill by both
chambers last night,
permitting the lawmakers to
begin their previously
scheduled month's recess.
LUKENS. who was disqualified as a candidate for
five years for failing to file

his 1972 campaign financial
"about 600" other Ohioans
statement on time, would
under the same penalty, said
have his eligibility restored
he notified Norris personally
effective Jan 1. 1975. under
that the meeting was to be
the conference committee
held
agreement
HOUSE Republicans
The vote represented a
objected to the Lukens
victory for the Republicanlanguage initially when it
controlled Senate but at the
appeared it would qualify
same time raised a possihim to run this year (or the
bility
that
House
Eighth
Congressional
Republicans will refuse to
District seat Rep. Thomas
go along with the bill
N
Kindness
If Ml
Norris. the only House
Hamilton i is seeking the
Republican on
the
GOP nomination for the seat
committee, apparently
being vacated by US Rep
stayed away deliberately., . Walter Powell, Fairlield
Sen Thomas A Van Meter
The Jan. 1, 1975 provision
lR-19 Ashland), who
apparently put those
sponsored the amendment
concerns to rest but it still
on behalf of Lukens and
was uncertain if House

Republicans would vote for
the bill Minority Leader
Charles F Kurfess i H-83
Perrysburgl said it was the
"general feeling" o( the
GOP caucus that "none of
that language belongs in
there "

"In the face of the present
economic downturn, and
despite the assurances of the
President that the country
will not experience a
fullscale recession, there is
no reason to presume that
the state will realise greater
than estimated revenues,
and there is every reason to
be concerned about a
continuing decline." he
added
DENNIS and Young introduced
supplemental
appropriations bills in their
respective chambers
Tuesday Dennis said he
plans to hold hearings on his
proposal during the
upcoming legislative recess
between now and May 8
Young said he wants
hearings now. out in the
open, in public view" rather
than wait until the Democratic administration of
Gov John J
Gilligan
announces that the funds
"have been lound" and
proposes how it wants the
money spent
Biggest item in the
Republican proposal is (30
million to make up for
revenue that would be lost
with repeal of the state's
personal intangibles tax,
which Dennis and Young
suggest. The five per cent
tax is levied on earnings
from investments.
Otherwise, they ask for
$11 million for vocational
education construction. It
would go to those school
districts which qualified for
state funds by approving
local matching funds as of
April 1, 1974
THE PROPOSAL would

allocate 13 4 million to
extend municipal overburdened school subsidies to
"middle size" cities such as
Lorain. Lima. Hamilton,
and Middletown and set
aside (5.4 million for transportation allowances for the
mentally retarded.
It would provide (l million
to fund family practice
departments at state
medical schools. 12.5 million
for regional education
training centers. 13.5 million
to expand the homestead
property tax exemption, and
$7 million to increase
individual exemptions under
the state income tax from
1500(0(600
Dennis pointed out that
"the various items in the
proposal are not all
contained in the supplemental appropriations bill,
as some are the subjects of
several other bills before the
General Assembly The
revised estimates of the
Republicans provide money
necessarv to fund these
bills

Courses cover
various topics
The Office of Continuing
Education this quarter is
offering 31 courses in areas
from personal development
to real estate
Women's studies, physical
fitness and foreign
languages are among the
course offerings
Registration for the
courses is from 8 am to
noon and 1-5 p m weekdays
at 504 Administration Bldg
Course information may be
obtained by calling 372-2416

challenge

Charities Bike Auction
Tuesday, April 23
3:30 Forum
Student Services
numerous bikes - campus
safety lost and found

Hier spncht man uber Teile
fui auslandische Wagen

Nous parlons le langage des pieces
detachees pour voitures etrangeres
Vi taiar spraket nar det gaiter
reservdelar (or ullandska War
Parliamo la lingua delte parte di
ncambio per automobili slraniere

Foreign car parts
v spoken here.

We speak your car's language.
W«re heodquorteri tor Woridparts-your one-stop source ot
replacement parts tor import cars With our comprehensive
Wuridports line, we can supply quality-made replacement
parts for 17 of Vie most popular imports on America s highways
We nave engine parts, fuel and oil system parts, electrical parts,
clutch and transmission parts, heating and cooling parts, steering and suspension parts. Drake and wheel parts, and exhaust
systems
Over 9' i million import cars m America require service at
one time o* another And now we ve got the parts you need
to do the job

>NonMVRrs

Auto Pom tor Importi • Division o' Moremonf Corporation
we re hooQQuonari io< woridparti - con ui tor a service •■p*ri n*or you

Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college men—
maybe 3 out of 100—who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of
them, we'll give yru a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico. Virginia.
Our prograrr. is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money la all you're looking for. don't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it,
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.
CP2.74

i The Marines
i

Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038

.Age.

Name.
Address.
City

Exclusively At

Bob Goldman's Car Parts
525 Pearl St.
353-5861

School _

.State.

-Zip
.Class of.

.Social Security #.
Phone
If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class Q.

P^. 6/Th. »G N«wm, Th«r«loy, ApriM, 1974

Students tailor courses to fit interests
Care to spend 10 weeks in
England,
studying the
educational system there?
Or how about a quarter in
Washington. DC, with a
senator or congressman''
Both are possible-and both
for academic credit.
Sounds unbelievable, you
might say to yourself and
wonder where the hidden
strings are attached.
But Trevor J. Phillips,
director of the Bowling
Green Stale University Expenmental
Studies
program, said such a
venture is open to any
sophomore, junior or senior
on campus
Through an independent
study program. Phillips said
each student is allowed a
maximum ol 16 quarter
hours of credit The student
tailor makes a course to fit
his own personal interests
The course may be split up
into
five
three-hour
projects, he explained, or
the sludent can even devote
the whole quarter to
independent study.

••ANYBODY
who'*
Interested and feels that he
or she can benefit from an
outside eiperience it
welcome," Phillips said.
With the Independent
study
program,
be
explained, the student
selects an area of study,
then discusses it with the
Office of Experimental
Studies. He completes a
form describing the general
purpose of his project, and.
after obtaining signatures of
one or two faculty advisors
who will offer assistance
during the quarter, he
submits his application for
approval
Independent study courses
are taken on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis, and are guaranteed
only as free electives
Students who wish to
substitute these hours for
group or other requirements
must receive approval from
the department concerned.
Phillips added.
Experimental
Studies
works closely with other

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIOHT
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

departments,
and
sometimes courses offered
in the four-hour seminars
are adopted as regular
courses.
Few
proposals are
rejected, Phillips said, and
students have little trouble
finding sponsors The only
restrictions or "qualifications" for the independent study program are
that students have at least
sophomore standing and a
strong interest in such a
project.
'•IT'S INTEREST, not
grade point average, that
we're looking for," Phillips
explained

Presently 19 students are
Involved in
far-reaching
independent
study
programs-nine
In
Washington, DC, and 10 in
England.
Four of the students in
Washington
work in
conjunction with the College
Republican National Committee, and five others with
individual senators or congressmen Next fall, the National Women's Political
Caucus will accept two
BGSU students
Of the 10 students in
England, four are in the
Oxford school system.
Phillips said, and four
others are studying the

British school system by
traveling around the
country. One student is
working on a culture shock
project in a hotel, and
another at the Scottish Presbyterian Church
However, Phillips said the
department discourages the
student from just traveling
around.

another part of one's own
country, is an experience
Phillips said he feels every
student should have. One
problem Phillips said he's
found is that students are
unaware of the program and
never take advantage of it.

"WE WANT the students
to learn something from this
experience." Phillips added
"We encourage them to do
some readings before they
leave
to
prepare
themselves."
The chance of working
overseas, or merely in
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Graduate
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Three copies of completed
application forms should be
forwarded to the Research
Services
Office.
100
Graduate Center, before 5
p m April 15.
For further information
contact the research office.

NOWPUYM

Still, Phillips stressed that
if the student is really
interested in the program he
will probably be able to
provide his own funds.
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grant applications due soon
However. Ph D. candidates will be excluded since
support
for
dissertation

J*«r.

" f

10

at least relate to scientific
activities at the University
to qualify for support.

expenses, but due to a
budget cut, was not able to
continue that practice this

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

National Science Foundation
Applications for National
Science Foundation (NSF)
research grants are due
April 15.
Projects in natural and
social science areas are
acceptable A project must

"I feel that the university
graduate of today needs to
get out of the state of his
birth -to get away and
furvive
by
himself,"
Phillips said.
Previously the department
had been able to offer $900
grants to help students with
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by Garry Trudeau
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N0THIN6
HI. BONKEg'l MUCH.AUCE/UHATS
THOU6HT I'D
PON'?! STOP BY AND
SEEWHATSIP
WITH YOU..

10 LOVE TO
TALK, HONEY, BUT
THE NOUS IS STABJIN6..
MI6HT BB SOME
STH.L
ffUSH SCAHWS A BI6
BHBAKIN6.. UMTB&m
BUFF, EH,
/ MKBt

ABSOLI/TW! JM TFIUN6
W BONxee, WHAT WITH
PETB gOWNO 6eTTIN6 UfADY
TO NAIL DOWN THAT HEAVY
. IMPEACHMENT NUMBER,
^ t/EKE ON THE BRINK
M OF SOMETHIN6 0/6/

PROSECUTOR
BENVENISTE
SAID 10PAY.

•g &ALB6!

' -%

f

UNI
uy air
06HT
ON BEN- **W
VENSTE! *U&!
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McQ-hesa busted cop,
and his story is incredible!

JOHN WAYNE .1

~«®io~ CLaSSIFIED <■»■

McQ
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CINEMA I

Pre-reglstration for Physical Education Majors
student teaching in 1974-75. Meeting for both men and
women teaching physical education in elementary
schools and only women in secondary school physical
education. Meet today at 4.00 p.m. in the Alumni
Room of the Union.

4th RECORD WEEK!
Wed SThurs-7:2019:50

• Friday

7:30 & 10:15 • Sat. I> Sun 2:00, 4:45. 7:30 & 10:15
ALL SEATS ■ $3.00 - Sony No Pisses

The Committee In Support of the United Farm
Workers will meet tonight at t SO p m in 106 Hayes
Hall
Christian Science Organisation will have a
Testimonial Meeting tonight at I SO p.m. la Proul
Chapel. Open to all
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a meeting
and Bible Study tonight at • » p.m In the River
Ream of the Union.
Bowling Green School at laW-Dafaan will meet
tonight from 7-t p.m. la HI Hayes Hall. Karate
lessons now opes to new members. Meets: 7-1 p m on
Tues. k Thurs and 0-a p.m. on Suday
There will be a COALITION nwetiag this Saaday,
April7,all 08at 107Hayea AUwelcome

Save 20%
on all
our women's
pants.

L:\3^S"AV-/.;\-•■:■:>. .;;.;;«
<ITTVww K< v*G0m /S0\ 7 Jw,.

wNOft MKHAU k~»wll W PEMATIV !t"

Sale

CINEMA D
Z

W

8-$11.20

Wed iThur-7:15 49:45
F
"day - 7:30 & 10:15 • Sat. & Sun. 2 00. 4:45, 7 30 & 10 15

PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
SHAW
_

$

4th RECORD WEEK!

ROBERT
REDEORD

oantokas
iso lime
Confidence

•TH
•STING

ucMNcaon*

'OS.

(•• «4M to *•• H Irem m* bcgtnoing.l

e

The way to dress up and
keep costs down. Save
on our entire stock of
women's dress pants.
Many, many styles in a
variety of fabrics. Cuffed
and uncuffed. All
fashion colors in solids,
patterns, prints and
plaids. Misses sizes.

JCPenney
We know what yoor» lookingfex.

The BGSU Karate Club will hold a nwetiag tonight
from S-10 p.m. la the South Gym of the Woroen'i
Building Open to public New rimes starting.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Black wallet Was
hitch-hiking out Manville. Sat. nlte, maybe It
feU out in back seat. If
found call Rob at 362
6144.
Lost: Pair of gold wirerun glasses In 115 Ed.
Build. Moo. afternoon
Please return so I can
see, i-3810
Lost: BGSU 1074 class
ring in Buckeye Room of
Union Monday night.
Reward. No questions
asked. aM-TOB.
Lost: Men's blue star
sapphlre ring in white
fold selling, P.S.R. OB
inside. Also Men's brown
leather gloves and black
and orange sock cap. If
found please call 37213H.
MXP WANTED
Crisis phone needs volunteers who will be here
this summer and would
like to work as telephone
respondents Call 3627M7 for formation
Position available, law
clerk. Local B.O. Law
firm seeking person
interested in 1 yr. experience la various fields of
law prior to ■ttandlng
law school Some typing
required.
Interested
I contact JSJ-64IS

Puxa makers and delivery people wanted.
Apply in person to
Paghai's. 1004 South
Main St.
Girls wanted for summer
service station help. I'm
forms turn Call 666-3084
Exp RicH Bas * Drms
seek Lead, rhythm,
vocals tatVM06 (aft«).
WANTED
Male roommate for June
to Sept. Own room, air
cond.; Close to campus.
Randy. 372-1S».
Wanted, used bicycle, for
reasonable price, call:
36M87T
Needed: Place to live for
1 m. for spring. Would
like own rm. Call M7»l.
Need 1 girl to fill 4 girl
apt. at Campus Manor
for spring qtr. Ph. 352MM from 1-4:30.
1 fem. rmmt for spr.
qtr 361-6751 or 351-4136
1 f. to sublet apt. spring
4 summer S45 mo. Call
361-4701
Need a bahyaltter
Tuesday afternoons or
Wednesday evenings''
CaUlTMIU.
lERVTCPOtTERED
Abortion Information
lervlce. Clialc vary doss

to area. 1-14 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 14 hour service.
116-631-1667.
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, The
Middle East. The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go. Phone us toll-free,
14 hours a day, at 1(001
123-5568
For your PHOTOGRAPHIC needs: portraits, passports, applications and etc
Weissbrod Studio 113 W.
Wooster. Ph. 364-0041
Need to talk? Decisions?
Call us at EMPA lot
Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236
M 11-1; TWR 6:30-0:10; F

»*

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT RINGS by
PHILIP MORTON. THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER, 61$
Conneaut.
Engagement Portraits
CALL HAGER STUDIO.
ABORTIONS: For free
information and referral,
call A.F.P.I.O.. a nonprofit organization at
(101)716-1(177.
ZBT Fraternity Rush.
Guest speaker: Dr.
Melvin Hyman. faculty
advisor, will speak on
'■Fraternity and College
Survival," 7:00 Tonight
Refreshments.
PERSONALS
ATO's- It took s long
time to get It together bat boy what a flaming
time1 Thanks for a great
tea The Chi O's.

Marcla *> Jennifer - A big
thanks, to a super job
done on HOPE. The
Sisters of Phi Mu.
Kathie - Congratulations
on being elected captain
of the cheerleaders for
1074-75. The Sisters of
PhiMu.
Blues Extravaganza with
Muddy Waters, Buddy
Guy t Jr. Wells. Hound
Dog Taylor k the Houserockers, Bo Bo Jenkins,
One String Sam and
Muskadlne Blues Band.
Toledo Sports Arena,
Friday. April S, 7:00.
High times, so be there'!
The Alpha Gams thank
the Kappa Sigs for the
tea- riffic
Quarter
Breaker at the Gig!
ZBT Fraternity Rush.
Guest speaker: Dr.
Melvin Hyman. faculty
advisor, will speak on
"Fraternity and College
Survival," 7:00 Tonight.
Refreshments.
AX's congratulate
Debbie and Pat on thelr
AX-SigEp pinning
SKIN PROBLEM? Men
and women clear up your
complexion with easy to
use STARLITE Call for
appointment. Betty, 5526(41
FOR SALE
Red. 71 Vega Hatchback,
auto trans., radio and 4
radiala. Dtni. Mm,
after 7:00 1-174-3664.
Mic It cord, E-V SM var.
imp like new 3529SS0
after 6 p.m.
^^
67 Dodge Van. |S00. Call
361 am, leave message
for BiU.
Dual 1116 turntable and
HK 1000 cassette deck.
37M07».
Emerson console stereo Gerrard turntable. •
apkrs. Beautiful cabinet
att«mafter6p.m.

Now 6 mo used WUI seU
160 Call 371-3307
'66 Caprice. Full Power
fcAC 364-1483after6.
1172 V.W. Van - COO
below book. Extras 41>334-3101.
Bell Star Motorcycle
Helmet used 5 times $40
Call 2-4703
Siberian Husky puppies,
6 weeks old 353-3811
1 bedroom, air conditioned, carpeted, downtown. June 1, 351-7763.
NOW RENTING
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr, Furn 1 bed. 1
baths. 6126 mo. 3
occupants. 9240 mo. 4
occupants. 1 bed. turn.. 1
adulu 1170 mo. Prices
are for a 0 mo lease,
beat 4 water turn., lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 3614384 or 16811811 collect.
Furn. Apt. for 1 pen. to
sublease for summer on
S. Summit. Reasonable.
382-54)72.
Summer quarter One or
two man apartment one
block from campus. Paid
utilities, air conditioning
Call Jeff or John - 352
6269.
Apartment to sublet
spring quarter. 1 males.
966 mo. For information
call352-*37l.
Nice 2 bed. apts. for 4
students, furn., a/c.
Summer It Fall rentals
with 9 mo. leases and
special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 14(0
Clough Call 364-7641 or
363-31Uforbsfonnation.
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apart
menu for four students
Big closets, carpeting
throughout,
good
locations
Apartment
buildings located at 621
East Merry and «4 Sixth
Street Phone 363-7191 for
farther information.

Applications for directorship to the Office of
Voter Awareness can be
picked np at lUUaJosL

10(50 Mobile home la
good condition. 066-37W

ZBT Fraternity Rush.
Guest speaker: Dr.
Melvin Hyman, faculty
advisor, will speak ea
"Fraternity and Collage
Survival." 7:00 Tonight

'64 Sunbeam Alpine
Call: NasolaonWam

Apartment to sublet
spring quarter 2 bdrms.,
1H baths 996 me. Far
formation c*U162-a379.

Roas a-track tape player,
w, 1100

APARTMENTS
RENT 351-4(71

IS* Buk* LeSabre, %■
door. Good condition
taoo 361-am.

TO
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Hash Bash celebrates city law;
crowd of 2,000 puffs approval

^^^^

^^^
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Concerned cannabis consumers openly lit joints and pipes
Monday at Ann Arbor's Hash Bash held on the University of
Michigan campus
The bash supported a lenient marijuana ordinance
approved Monday during Ann Arbor's city elections. The
"Reefer Referendum" imposes a $5 fine for Uie sale or
possession of marijuana
Despite 50 degree weather and final exams, the third
annual affair attracted an estimated 2,000 persons who
puffed their approval to the proposed law.
Many persons traveled long distances to participate in the
festivities-some arriving from Akron and Cincinnati to the
campus of 39.000
A Toledoan described the crowd as a group dedicated to
getting high, nothing else."
One student was confident area police would not try to
disrupt the event "Hell, they'd be out here getting stoned,
too. if they had half a chance." he said
Local police officers were sparingly represented. In
keeping with their policy of enforcing marijuana laws as
their "lowest priority." only one patrol car was seen during
the afternoon.
No arrests were reported

Cash award planned
for best history paper
V/c#ory
smo/ce

Monday about 2,000 portom attended a Hath Both hold at
Univertiiy of Michigan, Ann Arbor, to celebrate tho patting of
a city ordinance reducing marijuana ponaltiot. In tho abovo
pkturot, a man entertains tomo of tho crowd, a bag of dopo
is oponod for grabs and persons huddle to smoke in victory.
(Newsphotos by Craig Mogyers)

Study shows demonology on rise
NEW YORK IAPP Amid
the unsettling aspects of
modern times, a new study
shows an
increasing
proportion ot Americans are
positively certain of the
existence of the devil Most
of them regard present-day
conditions as threatening,
and likely to get worse
These
are
among
previously
unpublished
findings ol national survey

Bicycle stolen
Campus Safety said
yesterday that a locked bike
was reportedly stolen from
the west side of Conk I in
Hall
The bike was a blue
SchwuMi -10-speed men's
model with Toledo city
license number 25559

data gathered by the Center
for Policy Research, an
independently
funded
agency which studies social
trends
The results show the
propertion of the I'nited
States
population
completely convinced the
devil exists has has risen in
nine years from 37 to 48 per
cent, with another 20 per
cent
considering his
existence probable
THE FIGURES were
gathered a year ago.
preceding the recent hubbub
over demonology induced bv
the movie "The Exorcist."
Dr Clyde Z. Nunn. the
.center's senior
research
associate, attributes the
injui-ased belief in the devil
to a mood of "uncertainty
and stress, when things

seem to be falling apart and
resources seem limited for
coping with it."
He says that people,
trying to make sense of the
world
in such circumstances, tend to look
for scapegoats" such as the
devil
"It's precisely the sort of
climate that could lead to
some rising demagogue,
exploiting the sense of evil
in the world and promising
to drive out the devil's
agents, or to some new
round of witch hunting."
Nunn said in an interview

THE STUDY results of
which are to be published in
a forthcoming book-involved a selected crosssection of 3.546 persons
Nunn, 39. a specialist in
the sociology of religion,
said the study for the first
time provided comparative
data on the intensity of
belie) in the supernatural
While certainty of the
devil's existence was up II
per cent over the similar
1964 survey, the certainty of
God's existence was down 8
per cent, dropping from 77
to 69 per cent, although most

shows an "unusual spurt"
upward. Nunn pointed out
He said the shifting locus
on the devil apparently
indicated a feeling among
people that events seem
without reason or good
purpose, and that the
balance ol good versus evil
ALTHOUGH
certainty
had tipped in the direction
about God has declined,
of evil "
cerlaintv about the devil
IVWVWWV^MiV»VWV^^MWWM*^AA«M

r Your Prescription
For The Blues.

Cluster College/W^

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

WEEKEND SPECIALS

PEPSI

Powder
Puff
525 Ridge St.
WestotUcDonild

reg. $1.25

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248

79<

8 PK. - 16 0Z.
RETURNS

Student Service
Forum

HOURS 9-13, 1-5 MON-FRI SAT 1-5

COKE/SPRITE QTS.

APR. 536*

Mr. Jan Gaydos
Marketing Manager
Poly Products
P.O. Box 399
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452
ph. (419) 635-2619

Tops.
Halters,
Shirts

IF SO. STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.

Humanities

Midwest manufacturer has immediate opening for campus representative to sell and
develop test market data for new product on
campus level. Excellent earning potential.
For local interview contact:

New

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL

others believe in God but
with some doubt
Six per cent definitely do
not believe in God or don't
know double the 3 per cent
disbelieving nine years
before

MARKETING
MAJORS

Just
Arrived!

All undergraduate students are eligible for the John
Schwarz Award, a cash prize to the student submitting the
best paper on any historical topic
The 140 prize is being donated by Phi Alpha Theta. history
honorary, in memory of the late John Schwarz. former
history department chairman
Interested students should register at the history office in
Williams Hall by May 12 The papers are due at the office
May 17
The papers, to be judged by three members of the history
faculty, can be from previous class assignments and are to
be typed and double spaced Results will be announced May
29

reg. 30' ea. «J/

*

MR. ED'S PIZZA
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8:30"T.
The Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta
Proudly Announce Their
23 New Actives:
Sue Bethel
nancy Brown
Brenda Brunner
CindiChmelik
Beth De Witt
Karen Drukker
Jill Edwards
Barb Fischer
Tara Handy
Susie HertJein
Jean Hicks

Cheryl Hornby
Kathy Kelley
Kim Kilpatrick
Donna Kukis
Kathy Matties
Diane Niesen
TebraPage
Mariene Putre
MargoQuayle
Donna Shaylor
Mama Thomas

LUNCH SPECIALS

in

1.29
HAPPY HOURS

:

Houses & Apartments
For Rent

••••

ALL CAMPUS BEER BLAST

532 East Wooster

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
PREFERRED PROPERTIES

Diane Keating

352-1411

V

DAILY

11-1:30

II" Pizza, or
Spaghetti, or
Chef Salad

2-5

Daily

DINNER SPECIALS

FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

7-9

5-8pm
Monday's
Pizza Smorgasbord
Tuesday's
Salad Bar
Wednesday's
Spaghetti

1.75
1.85
1.50

ALL YOU CAN EAT

n
•••••
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FRIDAY APRIL 5 8:30-1:00 A .M.
KREISCHER
PARTY ROOM
KREIS
ADMISSION $1 50
FEATURING "TRANSTAR"
'•••••••••••••

Dilemma—
Will Aaron play in opener today?
"I HAVE mixed emotions." Aaron said yesterday. "I
want to do what's right I would like to play and I hope I'm in
shape to play.
"But, from a selfish standpoint. I'd like to break the
record in Atlanta I live there
"Then, when friends came by I could take them to the ball
park and show them where I hit it. That wouldn't be possible
if I broke it in Cincinnati."

CINCINNATI iAPI Hank Aaron, Atlanta's amazing 40
year-old slugger closing in on baseball's most revered
record, is in a dilemma
Needing only two home runs to break the immortal Babe
Ruth's lifetime record of 714. Hammerin' Hank has been the
center of a broiling controversy over whether he should or
shouldn't play in the Braves season-opening series against
the Cincinnati Reds beginning today

Aaron to talk with Kuhn
Billingham. 19-10 last year, will oppose hard-throwing right
hander Carl Morton. 10-10.
MATHEWS FUMED over the furor sparked by the
Braves' plan to hold Aaron out of the lineup until Monday
when the club opens in Atlanta before national television.
"We've conceded he's going to play in the series.'
Mathews told reporters in his hotel suite "But the
Commissioner has not allowed us to concede We've asked
to sit down and talk this over but he's given us a flat no "
"Here's a guy that gave nothing but good to baseball and
now we're guys in the black hats." said Mathews
"I'm a little indignant and a little upset about this. I'm
going to get in trouble talking to you guys, but what the
hell.' said Mathews.
Billingham shrugged off the question of added pressure
saying, "I don't care if he hits a homer off me as long as we
win "

CINCINNATI 1AP1 - Hammerin Henry Aaron, a swing
away from pulling alongside the homerun shadow of Babe
Ruth, won t be a certainty in the lineup of today's major
league opener until game time, (hough Atlanta Braves'
Manager Kddie Mathews admits We have made some
concessions "
The 40-year-old slugger is expected to meet with Baseball
Commissioner Howie Kuhn prior to the game before an
announcement is made
Ma thews angered by Kuhn s recent letter putting
pressure on the Braves' to play Aaron, snapped "there's
only one guy who's going to order me to do anything and
that's Eddie Robinson Braves' general manager "
If Aaron plays, he'll likely face Reds' starter Jack Billingham who led Ihe National League in shutouts in 1973
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Mark Glover

Hurlers stifle opposition;
It younger players shine
DUGOUT DOPE:
Professional baseball's famous manager from years ago.
Connie Mack, said "pitching is the name of the game "
This certainly has held true in the Falcon's six-game
winning streak In the last six contests, only seven opposing
runners have managed lo cross the plate
The starting and relief pitchers have stifled rival batsmen
while their own offensive crew has delivered a parade ol
runs
In the same six games, the Falcons have hammered the
opposition lor a staggering 36 runs

sophomore second baseman Fred Jereb in Tuesday's
doubleheader wilh Dayton The duo lurned in sparkling
defensive plays
Perhaps the most welcome surprise among the younger
team members has been freshman first baseman Garry
Kohurst The big infielder has showed smooth, cool play on
the first sack plus holding his own at the plate.

•••

Talk about major league schedules, look at the Falcon s
slate for this weekend live games in three days
The BG diamondmen play a tough Cincinnati club on Ihe
road three times (once on Friday followed by a
doubleheader Saturday i. The Falcons will have little lime lo
rest as they come home to play Ferns Stale in a
doubleheader Sunday

•••

A special thanks to ihe fans who showed up lor the home
opener al Warren E Steller Field Tuesday. The crowd ol
about 250 braved a severe wind It was a good-si/ed audience
considering most H<; openers are played in Ireezing
weather

•••

COACH DON Purvll was especially pleased with the
performances ol freshman shortstop Mark Telinda and

The Sailing club will have
two teams in action this
weekend The women will
travel to Notre Dame lor a
women's regatta while the
rest of the club will compete
in Cincinnati
Belore spring break the
BG club finished second to
Michigan Slate in the Notre
Dame regatta Mike Fable
and Peggy D eI a n e \
captained (he Falcons boa)
Preparations lor the Ma)
4-5 (' Thomas Wright Invita
tional regatta at Findlay
Reservoir are underway
Bowling Green will be the
host team
Anyone in
terested in helping with the
regatta or joining the club is
urged to attend the club
meeting at 7 p m Sundav in
203 Hayes Hall

UAO PRESENTS

COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY, APRIL 7,8 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM - UNION

For Your
Spring
Flowers
3F louirrfioufr
428 W. Woosltr St ,
3531045
*£,
ment%

«

THE DISPUTE over Aaron's playing status arose in
January when the Braves announced he would sit out the
series here and begin his 21st season in Atlanta's home
opener against the Los Angeles Dodgers Monday night.
Kuhn countered with what was interpreted as an order
that Atlanta use Aaron in at least two games in Cincinnati
"I'm still waiting for the commissioner to tell me who to
play in the next 10 games." said Mathews yesterday. "As
far as I'm concerned, though, there's been no order. He's
never talked to me and he's never talked to Hank
"I may be making a challenge, but we're going to do it
just like we did last year We'll decide on the day of the
game whether or not he plays "

CINCINNATI (API - Both
managers hedged yesterday
on their starting lineups for
the 1974 major league
baseball opener today in
Riverfront Stadium.
. George
"Sparky"
Anderson of the Cincinnati
Reds was unsure whether
center fielder Merv
Rettenmund or right fielder
Ken Griffey would bat sixth.
Anderson said the other one
would hit seventh
The Reds manager listed
his batting order lor the 2:30
p.m. EDT opener:
Left fielder Pete Rose,
second baseman Joe
Morgan, third baseman Dan

OPEI

Driessen. first • baseman
Tony Perez, catcher Johnny
Bench, Rettenmund and
Griffey, shortstop Dave
Concepcion and pitcher Jack
Billingham
ATLANTA manager
Eddie Mathews said he
wouldn't announce his lineup
until today and refused to
say if Hank Aaron would
start
If Aaron doesn't play, the
Braves' batting order is
expected to be.
Left fielder Ralph Garr.
center fielder Rowland
Office, third baseman
Darrell Evans, right fielder

CMC TRUCKS

DAY Bl
HOLIDAY
_Z\J/J

C.

Conncu
D'Kie HIGHWAY
ECN. Oino 4 3401
PM 332.7688
I

RAlfh T
RAY COIN

2 FANTASTIC FILMS!
OFFERED BY THE WAY MINISTRY

HOWARD'S
BOOZE
Fine Tunes

Atlanta hitting order
probably will be:
Garr.
Baker, Evans, Aaron. Lum.
Johnson. Robinson. Oates
and Morton with Aaron
playing left field, Garr right
field and Baker center field

Lifters head to Calif.
Two Bowling Green
weightlifters will be attending the 1974 National
Collegiate
Powerlifting
Championships this weekend
at California State University at Long Beach
Wayne Mariniiin. the 220pound Ohio Collegiate

Champion and 242-pound
Steve Sova, who placed
fourth in the nationals last
year, will represent BG
Last year, BG placed 12th
in the nation when Sova took
fourth and Mark Fruchey
finished seventh

BUMPUS-DAHMS &
AL-LYN APTS.
FALL LEASES & SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE
• 2 bedroom Units
• Office Open 24 Hours a Day, 7
Days A Week
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

352-4671

"ROCK OF AGES 72"

"POWER FOR ABUNDANT LIVING"
WAYNE ROOM, UNION
8:00 THURS.&FRI. NIGHTS
APRIL 4th & 5th

REGISTRATION AT NOON
ICE ARENA

FREE RAP SESSION 6:00 MAIN AUD.-UNIV. HALL

Dusty Baker, first baseman
Mike Lum, second baseman
Dave Johnson, shortstop
Craig Robinson, catcher
John Oates and pitcher Carl
Morton.
If Aaron starts, the

A SEGMENT OF THE CLASS ON

TIME—SPEED—DISTANCE

AVAILABLE AT UAO OFFICE 22343
3RD FLOOR UNION

Hank Aaron ponder* decision to play

Managers uncertain
of starting lineups

BEGINNERS RALLY

TICKETS
$4 General Reserved
$3 General Admission

COLD BEER
Spring Fever!

"IT'S GOING to be Hank and me." said Mathews. openly
angered by an apparent order last month from
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn that the Braves play Aaron in at
least two of the three games in Cincinnati.
"We'll get together before the game and decide,"
Mathews said. "A lot will depend on the weather. He
certainly wouldn't play if it's wet like it is today "
The Braves arrived here before noon and were scheduled
for an afternoon workout, but it was rained out The forecast
called for a 50 per cent chance of rain again today.

•••

Quote ol the week goes to team statistician Jim Schneider
during the second game of Tuesday's doubleheader with
Dayton.
When a Flyer batsman slashed a high pitch down the foul
line, the crowd ooohed" with alarm Fortunately lor BG
fans, the wicked drive was foul by inches
Someone in the press box remarked. Boy. I hope that
doesn't happen again Schneider replied. "1 hope it does, it
will be another strike "

Next time you go to a Falcon game, take a few minutes to
watch some of the team's younger ballplayers
The veterans make up Ihe learns nucleus, but Ihe
sampling ol young talent provides a strong supporting east

Sailing

Neither Aaron nor manager Eddie Mathews were saying
yesterday whether Aaron would be in the lineup for the
major league's 1974 opener at 2:30 p.m. EDT in Riverfront
Stadium.

SATURDAY APRIL 6
BGSU SPORTS
CAR CLUB

UAO CAMPUS MOVIE
Friday and Saturday

High Plains Drifter
6:00-8:15-10:30
Free With ID
MAIN AUDITORIUM-UNIVERSITY HALL |
Lite And Times Of Judge Roy Been
His Been Cancelled.

Thursday Night At Pagliai's

FREE
39$ bag of Cain's

CHIPS
With the glorious purchase of
our $1.50 submarine.

LIVE MUSIC-7 NITES A WEEK
Friday & Saturday

fTHE DAVE WORKMAN BLUES BAND
Featuring Willie Pooch

Thurs.
5 p.m. — Midnight
only

ONLY $1 COVER CHARGE FOR
THIS SPECIAL SHOW
»••*•

Sunday

Big Bill Strickland

1I

PAGLIAI'S
1004 S. MAIN

Ph. 352-7571

I

